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Understanding of mixing of viscous fluids becomes    
more important since better properties of bio-polymer  
blends and food are required. In Anderson’s work [1]  
several computational tools have been developed for  
mixing flow problems. In the present work experimental 
validations are shown for the 3D mixing cavity in time 
periodic Stokes flows (Re<<1) of Newtonian fluids (i.e. 
glycerol).

I. Paraschiv, P.D. Anderson, O.S. Galaktionov, G.W.M. Peters, H.E.H. Meijer

� experimental validation of numerical techniques 
from [1] and [2] for Newtonian fluids;

� getting insight in the relations between the  initial 
position of the droplets and the different  behavior 
during mixing, while applying the same  protocol;   

� visualization of periodic flow trajectories, when the 
droplets are positioned close to an island;

� determine parameters of mixing flow to achieve 
higher stretching;

Fig.1. The 3D mixing cavity setup 

A 3D mixing cavity setup (Fig.1) (a cubic cavity with  two 
opposite moving walls) has been designed to study  3D 
prototype time-periodic mixing of Newtonian fluids. The 
studied fluid was glycerol, with zero-shear  viscosity 
around 0.8 Pa*sec and two types of dies have  been 
used: a fluorescent and non-fluorescent dye. The  4-step 
mixing protocols BlFuBrFd and FuBlFdBr were  used. D is 
the dimensionless wall displacement. 

”F” and “B” denote front or back wall motion, while  
the subscript indicates the direction of the wall motion     
( ”r”, “l”, “u” and “d” stand for “right”, “left”, “up” and  
“down” respectively);

� different deformation of droplets placed in the 
neighborhood of hyperbolic and elliptic points could be 
observed (Fig.2); 

Fig.2. Two droplets placed in the neighborhood of a hyperbolic 
and elliptic points after 0; 2.5; 8.75 and 12.5 periods (BlFuBrFd= 
1 period) (D=3);

� the reproducibility of periodic (close to circular) flow        
trajectories for droplets near to an island has been  
obtained (Fig.3.) (D=3);

Fig.3 and 4. Visualization of periodic flow trajectories after 
0;6.25;10;17.5 periods (FuBlFdBr=1 period) (D=3); 

� higher stretching  is realized in the case of the same 
mixing protocol, but with a higher dimensionless 
displacement parameter D (Fig.5);

Fig.5.Higher stretching effect is visualized by    increasing the 
D parameter, after 0; 6.25 and 15     periods (D= 6) (FuBlFdBr = 1 
period);

� existence of hyperbolic and elliptic points inside the 3D 
mixing cavity has been shown, in agreement with the 
numerical simulations [3];
� the circular flow trajectories in the vicinity of islands 
are reproducible and the existence of “dead” zones of 
mixing has been proven by two experiments;
� by increasing the dimensionless displacement we can 
get a higher stretching effect (which does not have to 
imply better mixing);
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